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Firstly a poll…

Have you thought about a career in digital manufacturing? 

1. Yes, please!

2. No thanks 

3. Dude, what on earth is digital manufacturing?!?!?!
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How is manufacturing changing? 

Image source: https://blogs.nottingham.ac.uk/careers/2018/02/02/fourth-industrial-revolution/



But what does this mean in industry?

Image source: Lawson, G., Herriotts, P., Malcolm, L., Gabrecht, K. and Hermawati, S., 2015. The use of virtual reality and physical tools in the development and validation of ease of entry 

and exit in passenger vehicles. Applied ergonomics, 48, pp.240-251.



My route into digital manufacturing…

1. School subjects: Maths, English, Art, Design & Technology, Physics, Music

2. University: Industrial Design & Ergonomics

3. Human-Machine Interface Engineer at Jaguar Land Rover

4. Back to university: PhD in Human Factors

5. Lecturer, University of Nottingham

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Land_Rover_Freelander_TD4_S_(II,_2._Facelift)_%E2%80%93_Frontansicht,_21._August_2013,_M%C3%BCnster.jpg#/media/File:Land_Rover_Fre

elander_TD4_S_(II,_2._Facelift)_–_Frontansicht,_21._August_2013,_Münster.jpg



A video…



Workshop 1:

Subject and skills 

for digital 

manufacturing
Dr Setia Hermawati



A day in the life of a Digital Factory Manager

Amy is a digital factory manager at AUTO INC., an automotive company that 

builds lorries. Her job is to make sure that factory workers build a certain 

number of lorries with good quality every day. AUTO INC uses to latest 

technology in their factory. For instance:

• A Digital Twin of the factory, showing real time production data from the 

factory

• Robots that are working alongside human operators

• Virtual Reality technology for meeting and designing products
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A day in the life of a Digital Factory Manager

What subjects and skills are relevant for each of Amy activity?

Subjects Skills

Amy checks lorries production on DiFac (a digital twin of 

the factory) to see if they are on track.

Amy prepares a presentation for the upcoming monthly 

production meeting with the directors

Amy meets engineers who design a new lorry & helps 

making decision if it can be built at the factory. She uses a 

virtual reality headset to see the design.

Amy reads a weekly quality report from the Quality 

Department DiFac (a digital twin of the factory).

Amy meets a maintenance engineer from Germany who 

comes to fix one of the robots.

Amy meets the marketing director virtually & discusses 

the plan moving some of production lines to Asian 

countries. She uses smart glasses for the meeting.



Workshop 2:

Sensors

Dr Adrian Marinescu



Sensors

What is a sensor?

Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Viriditas_landscape_01.jpg

Sensor

• The weight of a stone

• The height of a tree

• The colour of a leaf

• The temperature of the air



Sensors

Visual camera

Light Intensity

Data collected using the Arduino Science Journal App

Accelerometer

Image: 
https://www.mathworks.com/help/supportpkg/andr

oid/ref/accelerometer.html

Data collected using the Google Fit App

Image: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone#/media/F
ile:IPhone_1st_Gen.svg



Sensors

Thermal camera
Warmer

Colder

Image: https://www.flir.co.uk/



Sensors

Airbus Helicopter Simulator - Aberdeen



Sensors

Difficult scenario – engine failure

Notice the changes in nose 

temperature 

Warmer

Colder



Sensors

fNIRS – brain activity sensor

Image: https://www.artinis.com/octamon

Image: Jahani, S., Fantana, A. L., Harper, D., 
Ellison, J. M., Boas, D. A., Forester, B. P., & Yücel, 
M. A. (2017). fNIRS can robustly measure brain 

activity during memory encoding and retrieval in 
healthy subjects. Scientific reports, 7(1), 1-14



Sensors

Visual camera

Object detection

Image: https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/deploying-a-scalable-object-detection-pipeline-the-inferencing-process-part-2/

Pose estimation

Image: Bearman, A., & Dong, C. 
(2015). Human pose estimation 
and activity classification using 

conv olutional neural networks
Im age: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera_phone#/medi
a/File:OnePlus_9_Pro_Camera_Module_with_Hass

elblad_logo.jpg

Facial landmarks –

emotion detection

Model dev eloped by: E.Sanchez-
Lozano, G. Tzimiropoulos, B. 
Martinez, F. De la Torre, M. 

Valstar. A Functional Regression 
approach to facial landmark 

tracking. IEEE TPAMI. 2017



Sensors

Sensor Potential detection

Light Intensity sensor Can detect passing objects

Accelerometer Can detect a persons activity level

Thermal camera 
Can detect when someone is 
working harder

fNIRS
Can detect when someone is 
working harder

Visual camera
Detect human pose, emotions and 
objects



Activity 1

Amy needs to check the lorry production. Which sensor, from the ones discussed, do 
you think would be best to for counting the lorries as they move on the production 

line? Sensor Potential detection

Light Intensity sensor Can detect passing objects

Accelerometer 
Can detect a persons activity 
level

Thermal camera 
Can detect when someone is 
working harder

fNIRS
Can detect when someone is 
working harder

Visual camera
Detect human pose, emotions 
and objects



Activity 2

Amy wants to improve the wellbeing of people working of the assembly line. Which 
sensor, from the ones discussed, do you think she can use to better understand what 

the people are experiencing? 

Sensor Potential detection

Light Intensity sensor Can detect passing objects

Accelerometer 
Can detect a persons activity 
level

Thermal camera 
Can detect when someone is 
working harder

fNIRS
Can detect when someone is 
working harder

Visual camera
Detect human pose, emotions 
and objects



Sensors

Light source
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Workshop 3:

Humans & Robots

Natalie Leesakul



Take a wild guess, 
what is the year robots were first 
introduced into manufacturing?



Robots in manufacturing



Activity 1: 
Human or 
Robot?

Amy wants to design a 
production line for lorries 
and needs to decide which 
tasks should be assigned to 
human workers and which 
tasks should be performed 
by robots. 

There are 9 tasks to go 
through, humans or robots?



Making a cup of coffee!?

Robots can make coffee but a coffee break is for humans!



Activity 2: 
Understanding 
human-robot 
collaboration

While designing the production line, Amy noticed that 
some of the tasks can be better performed by human-
robot collaboration.  What information does the robot 
need to successfully support the human worker? 

Does the robot need to know…



Data and Ethics

Let's talk about...



Wrap up

1. Manufacturing is changing with the introduction of new technologies

2. This will lead to new jobs, particularly those relating to digital technologies

3. Many of your school subjects will prepare you for these jobs

4. Please look into these exciting opportunities

5. Work hard – and find something you love doing! 



Returning to our poll…

Who would like a career in digital manufacturing? 

1. Yes, sign me up!!!!!

2. Naw, not really my thing 

3. Maybe…can’t decide…leave it with me…



Any questions?

glyn.lawson@nottingham.ac.uk

mailto:Glyn.Lawson@Nottingham.ac.uk

